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Teacher’s day
Teachers day was

celebrated on school
campus at September

5th to celebrate
teachers.

Students of grade 11-12
planned a surprise

assembly for teachers
which included many
programs and games,

teachers were also given
a book mark to mark

their importance.
Also the students of

grade 10-12 were sent to
different classes as
student teachers.   

"Teaching is a very noble
profession that shapes
the character, calibre

and future of an
individual."



MABROOOK GULF
TOPPERS

MediaOne organized
educational excellence
for expatriate students

at the ‘Mabrook Gulf
Toppers’  awards on
Sunday.  Held at De
Montfort University

(DMU), Dubai Academic
City More than 300

students were honored
in the ceremony. 

Rakeeba Izzadeen,
Faheema Beham, Heba

Yakoob Khan, Hayah
Fathma, Rasmiya

Mohammed Yusuf,  Wafa
Khan, Zahra Zainab, Aliya

Afzal,  Minha Sherafras,
Ifra Imran, Hanisha

Govindraj,  Fathima Isra
of our School was being

honored for their
outstanding success in
10th grade in the year

2023 with excellent
grades in all  subjects.  



Wellness
Webinar 
"To empower students with the knowledge

and practical strategies required to
enhance their concentration and cognitive

function through proper nutrition. This
webinar aims to equip students with the
tools to make informed dietary choices
that support their academic success and

overall well-being."

The event commenced with a warm
welcome and introduction by the host,

Nowshin from 11 C.
The "Fuel for the Brain" webinar was a
remarkable educational event that left
a lasting impact on all attendees. Ms.

Palani's expertise and the well-
structured agenda ensured that
participants received valuable

information and practical strategies to
enhance their cognitive function and

overall well-being



The event was conducted on 6/9/2023.
We had participants from four houses
 Altius ,Citius,Magnus,and Forties. The
event was categorized into 4 different

competitions namely Healthy breakfast
,Flower decoration ,Mime and Ted talk, it

was graced by our leaders Ms
Sripriya,Ms Preethi Tiwade, Ms Preethi

Jain and MS Sukhpreeth.
The talented students from Classes 9-12
definitely put a smile on our faces with

their Mime act .
The flower decoration showcased some

beautiful art with different themes. 
Healthy breakfast presented with some
really healthy and nutritious breakfast

options served perfectly.
our young speakers encouraged us by

speaking confidently about various
topics as a part of Ted talk. Teachers are
immensely proud of all the participants

and The talent show indeed proved to be
a wonderful platform for the students to

discover their hidden talents.
                

 

INTER HOUSE TALent
HUNT COMPETITION 



Teacher CPD 
Understanding Food Groups -
A Home Science Lesson Plan
Date and Duration: The CPD
session took place on 23rd

August 2023 and lasted for 40
min duration.

Facilitator: Yasmin Abubakkar,
a seasoned Home Science

educator with expertise in food
and nutrition.

Brief overview of the
importance of teaching food
groups in Home Science was

explain.
Using PPT the core content of
the lesson plan was showed.

How Pre assessment should be
done, the objective of the

lesson, how the groups will be
made, the differentiated task

and how it should promote
active learning and

collaboration was explained to
the teachers.



Student Of The Month 

Areeba Akhtar
9A

Adeline Nijo
9B

Farhana Fariha
9C

Haleemath Hana
9D



Student Of The Month 

Sameeha
10A

Radhika 
10B

Aafreen
10C

Hifsa Haja
10D



Student Of The Month 

Hayah Fathma
11A

Faheema Beham
11B

Sidrathul Muntaha
11C



Student Of The Month 

Jane Anne Mathew 
12A

 Farhana
Mehajabeen

12B



Teacher of the month 

Ms. Manju Anil 




